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Varley's proposal meets with skepticism
John Varley's proposal of equal
representation on the University's
myriad of committees received mixed
reactions by several of the members
of the administration and the faculty.
Th# proposal lias not yet been pas-
sed by the Students' Council. Dean
of Arts and Science, Neale Tayler,
gaidv "One person spoke his views.
Council Officially tabled the proposal.
They will have to have some discus-
sion." Dean Tayler said he was "in-
terested in the proposal" but prefer-
red to wait until he heard more from
Students' Council.
"I'm not against it, but I think it's
premature," said Dr. Basil Healey,
Vice-President Academic. Dr. Healey
was in favour of moving slowly, but
perhaps more surely, to get equal
representation.
He said while Varley only talked
of the academic community in term
of students, faculty members, and ad-
ministrators, there were also alumni
and civic leaders to be considered.
"I don't think the question of num-
erical equity is important. The stud-
ents are anticipating voting blocs, but
there are no such things. Committees
only need a few thinking students,"
said Healey.
Faculty members were more recep-
tive t<£ the proposal, but had a few
ffteServations. Jacques, Goutor,
head of the History Department, said,
"I would like to see a fairly large
committee composed of representa-
tives of students, faculty, administra-
tion, and the Board of Governors.
These would be duly elected by re-
presentative bodies of each group."
He said in the last six months many
good proposals had been made but
they had not been "thoroughly ex-
plored."
"There is a need to get on with it,"
he said, "but it must be done in an
orderly fashion if it is to be meaning-
ful."
Geutor was in favour of student
representation, but thought that if
students were going to play a role,
they should be prepared to take the
time and to accept the responsibility
for their own decision.
"There should be parity in deci-
sions which vitally affect the com-
mon interest, for example, admission
standards and curriculum changes.
Students should be on the Petition
Committee, with the understanding
of the seriousness of the material to
be dealt with."
Goiitor did not agree that one
student oh a committee was merely
tokenism. "Unless we agree on
ground rules from the beginning,
anything less than total control of the
University by the students will be
considered tokenism by some people."
The ground rules would be that
"all representatives of constitutional
bodies have ah equal opportunity to
convince others of their own points
of view. If they are outvoted, that is
only democracy."
George Durst, Head of the Depart-
ments of Sociology and Anthropology,
said, "I would not be afraid of
student representation."
He said students were not always
that interested in being representa-
tives and cited the example of the
organization of a Sociology Club,
which was to elect an executive to
act as a liaison with the teaching
faculty. From a total of eight hun-
dred students taking Sociology, only
twenty-two came to the meeting last
Tuesday.
Durst claimed faculty-student re-
presentation at the department level
"is no problem in a small depart-
ment, but in a larger one, it is diffi-
cult to find enough interested stud-
ents. He added, "Varley has no right
to give the administration an ulti-
matum."
Frank Sweet, Head of the Depart-
ment of Mathematics, wondered if
the students were equipped to part-
icipate as equals on a curriculum
committee.
"In Admissions," he said, "there
is an element of imrjermanence. The
faculty has a vested interest in the
school, but a student is only here
three years, and then he is gone.
After his graduation, he does not
have that much interest in the UnK
■Tersii!yv*^^i:^■'^''i*J^^v~"i's,':,:-' fjur?ivVarley said, "This is a reasonablecompromise which will concretely il-
lustrate the trust between the faculty,
administration and Students' Coun-
cil."
Sweet commented, "This will 'il-
lustrate the mistrust between such
bodies. If people are honest, they
will vote by conscience and there will
not be any bloc voting."
When asked about Varley's state-
ment that the administration had two
weeks to decide, Sweet said, "If a
man is blocked into a corner, he will
come out violently."
Pastor Richard Urdahl said, "I
would certainly hope that there would
be more than one student on these
committees — not just to eliminate
any charge of tokenism,,but to allow
as wide as expression of student
viewpoint as is possible. Without
trust, one student can be tokenism,
but so can an equal representation of
students become a token."
Because he is not a member of the
faculty, Urdahl did not attempt to
say how the faculty should run its
departments. He did say he had "a
hunch that the kinds of questions
asked about curriculum changes
would be more to the point if they
were asked and discussed and argued
over in the company of those who are
immediately concerned with the ef-
fects of the curriculum changes."
It was generally expressed by fa-
culty members and administrators
that the quality of the representation
was far more important than the
numerical size.
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Proposals premature, says Healey.
She can't get out--- yetFreshebte Pam Wooten wantsto move out of Women's Resi-dence because she was not in-formed of Residences rules until
after she had moved in and the
house rules are "silly." •"We are treated like caged ani-
mals," she said. "They are put-
ting my social life with my aca-
demic! life."
Unless Pam finds a replace-
ment, she will be compelled to
pay the full rental fee fwr the
year or she will not receive her
marks. Pam has -little ho-pe of
finding a replacement, There are
four empty beds in residence at
present.
Pam pleads ignorance of this
rule, since it was not seated ex-
plicitly on the application form.
She said the rule* was not well-
known by the other girls in resi-
dence.
Tamara Giesbrecht, vice presi-
dent: controller said, "When a
student signs the application for
admission to residence with a $25
deposit, she. undertakes a con-
tractual basis, even if it is im-
plicit."
DeaiisBrandon said, "Residence
is not everyone's cup of tea but
Pam is leaving as a matter of
principle, not because she is psy-
chologically unable to adjust to>
residence life." "..
Before a student can leave
residence he or she must have
permission from Student j S.eiv.
vices.' This permission is granted
only for extenuating, oircumstaaii*
oes, usually at a doctor's request
If the Student Services recom-
mends a rebate, it is granted by
the business office.
The rule which prevents stu-
dents from withdrawing from
residence is a question of budget
control for the residence. The
rates are set on the assumption
that all rooms are filled.
Miss Giesbrecht said such ■«
rule is a .matter of taking into
account the majority of students,
not the minority and "the ma-
jority would appreciate keeping
the rates down."
"The administration does not
want jthe individual to suffor,"
said Miss Giesbreoh't, "and so
they allpw the student to find a
replacement.'*
Bulletin
The University ef Waterloo Student Council was
defeated yesterday by a vote 550 to 450. New elections
will be held Wednesday, November 27, 1968.
Achtung: Spartadst is coming
Supremes sign for Winter Carnival
Winter Carnival '69 announces
that Diana Ross and the Su-
premes will appear in concert
on the Waterloo Lutheran Uni-
versity campus, Thursday, Janu-
ary 23, 1969. This concert will
be a feature of WLU's annual
Winter Carnival.
Early in 1964, three young
girls came out of Detroit with
the hottest song that has ever
hit the rock scene which soon be-
came known as Motown and The
Supremes soon became known as
the leaders of this sound. Dur-
ing their career, they had five
consecutive records each the
number one spot on the best sel-
ler charts, which is an achieve-
ment unmatched by any other
American group. They are the
only female group to ever top
the British pop music polls. They
have appeared in N almost every
nation in the world and are liked
not only by teenagers, but have
fans in all age groups.
Their many TV appearances
have included Ed Sullivan show,
Dean Martin show, Johnny Car-
son show and Mike Douglas show,
just to mention a few. In 1967,
their lead singer received the
recognition that she so well de-
served, and the Supremes became
known as Diana Ross and the Su-
premes. At that time also Flo Bal-
lard, was replaced in the group
by Cindy Birdsoing. Today they
are the top female entertainment
attraction in the world. Cindy, Diana and Mary.
TO teachers upset over principal power
TORONTO (CUP) — Torontoarea teachers are upset about an
advertisement placed last week in
major Ontario newspapers by the
executive of the Ontario Second-
ary School Teachers' Federation.
Many teachers strongly con-
demned the ad at a stormy To-
ronto district meeting Thursday
night (Oct. 24) but a spokesman
said there would be no statement
forthcoming until next week.
Robert Brooks, Toronto district
president of the OSSTF, said the
executive "made a mistake in as-
sessing the tone-feeling of the
membership in the province."
Brooks was not involved in the
ad placement.
Meanwhile, student teachers at
the 5,000-student Ontario College
of Education are circulating a
petition that condemns the ad and
calls for "clarification" by the
provincial executive. The OCE is
an associate member of the sen-
ior organization.
Gary Pollard, a leader in the
petition movement, said the ad
"sounds like fascism to me."
"Anyone who looked at the ad
didn't like it," he said. "It was
offensive. I can't describe how I
felt about it exactly but it just
rubbed me the wrong way."
The advertisement called on
citizen support of principals try-
ing to maintain "proper order and
discipline" in their schools. It said
principals were hampered by "ir-
responsible actions" on the part
of a few "students, trustees, par-
ents and organized pressure
groups."
Barnard girls let guys in
NEW YORK (CUPI) — Womenat Plimpton Hall, a Barnard Col-
lege residence, defied a residence
rule Wednesday (Oct. 23) and al-
lowed male visitors to stay in
their rooms all night.
Normally men must leave the
residence by midnight.
The students intend to keep ob-
serving their version of the rules
until tb.e college administration
approves a proposal drawn up by
the residents on October 16.
The new rules would have men
visitors signing in and out but
visiting privileges would not ter-
minate at any time.
Mrs. Elizabeth Meyers said no
change in the rules could be
implemented before the women's
parents were notified.
The dormitory opened in Sep-
tember with the understanding
that housing rules would be for-
mulated by students and Barnard
staff members who live in the
building. Interim rules were
drawn up then and approved by
the administrationbut were scrap-
ped at a general meeting of resi-
dents last week and replaced with
the open visiting clause.
The women insist they have
the right to set their own rules
but administration officials want
to maintain the interim rules at
least until they can get some
feedback from parents.
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Library Science Examination
Thursday, November 7, 1968
J 7 p.m.
["_ CONSULT LIST BELOW FOR CLASSROOMS
Surnames Room No.
A,B,C
"
IEI
D Library 1
E, F Library 2
G I Library 3
h' 2CB
J, X Library 6
L Library 7
M 2E5
NO Library 8p' 2C2
R 2C3
S 2E6
T, U Library 4
V, V, Z Library 5
W 2C4
TREASURE VAN
SALE OF INTERNATIONAL
HANDICRAFTS
WOM. RES. REC. ROOM
Monday, November 4
to
Friday, November 8
10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Sales People Still Needed
McKay hands down lounge dictum
A memorandum based on a ru-
mour that some students planned
to enter the faculty lounge was
distributed Oct. 25 to protest this
action.
Colin McKay, Director of Edu-
cational Services, said in his mem-
orandum "such an act carried out
with the knowledge aforehand
that it is an affront may properly
be viewed as a hostile act, and I
would view it so, regardless of
what other objectives may be en-
tertained by those who take this
action."
McKay said such an act "chal-
lenges the right of reasonable pri-
vacy." If this "traditional policy"
was to be broken it would be
"viewed with displeasure and be
personally offensive to some mem-
bers of the faculty who claim
privilege under this policy."
Student reaction to the flyers,
for the most part, took the form
of rumours. The prominent one
was that the administration must
be "running scared" to deal with
student actions in such a manner.
Another said the campus police
were either stationed or were go-
ing to be stationed in the faculty
lounge to prevent any student
from entering.
McKay discounted the view that
the administration was running
scared as the memorandum was
his own work. He added, "only
the people involved should have
read it."
McKay discounted the rumour
about the SIS guards being plac-
ed in the faculty lounge as being
completely false.
At the meeting which McKay
called to discuss the faculty
lounge question, Ray Smith said
"all we want is a general invita-
tion from the faculty for a speci-
fic day." McKay said he would
see what he could do about the
request.
During the discussion with the
students who knew of the plan
to walk into the faculty lounge,
both Bill Ballard, president of
Students' Council, and McKay
said the proper course of action
was to present such a complaint
to the Students' Council. Lauri
Siirala said this was neither prac-
tical nor a democratic course of
action since "individual decisions
are denied at Students' Council;
only collective decisions are per-
mitted."
It was at this point McKay said
Siirala had offended many at the
press conference (Wed., Oct. 23).
Ballard followed this up by saying
to Siirala, "you have the right to
dissent, but not to go against
everyone else."
Siirala said the university struc-
ture should allow others "to do
their thing." Ballard said, "we
want things done, and with every-
body doing what they want this
would be impossible."
Ballard challenged Siirala to get
51 per cent of the students to
support his position and then set
up a workable system to ; serve
their interests.
Shortly after this Ballard walk-
ed out of the meeting and termed
it a complete waste of time.
After the meeting, Siirala said,
"Ballard and some people think
in terms of who controls what
and how. Ballard can only talk
in terms of control — he wants
to control the student body. I
don't want any collective deci-
sion making body speaking for
me. I don't want power to control
others but rather to control my-
self."
Students' Council members
generally agreed that the distri-
bution of the flyer was a blunder
and harmful to the integrity of
the administration.
Hunger is ...
Students bring back dining hall food
Cafeteria food has never been
the best in the 'votrld, but late-
ly it has taken a turn for the
worse.
People have complained about
flies in the food. But this condi-
tion has improved; now there
are dead flies in the food. Peo-
ple have complained about hu-
man hairs in the food. The hair-
nets which were worn tempor-
arily, seemed to solve this, but
there must have been complaints,
for the hair-nets have been re-
moved.
The main problem appears to
be the food itself, or at least
the way it is prepared. On Octo-
ber 27, several people came up
to the Cord office and complain-
ed of being violently ill after the
noon meal. A sampling of peo-
pie's opinion of the meal proved
that none of the interviewed were
at all satisfied with the quality
of the cooking. Most of these
agreed that the meal had given
them a sensation which ranged
from uneasiness to an upset stom-
ach. Most of them wondered why
the quality of the food didn't
match the high price of a meal
card.
Photo by Bej
Dining hall staff whips potatoes into a veritable frenzy.
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Faculty reps on student council
Friend Ballard has consistently been telling us how
liberal minded he is and how he and his council of re-
formers and all-around fathers of configuration have
been working for the student. This week, however, he
came up with the co-option of the year.
It seems he wants to invite two members of the ad-
ministration and two members of the faculty to sit on
Council. This isn't in the new constitution but according
to Varley it could be added.
We don't want to say that Council is thinking of
initiating a tit-for-tat attitude towards committee re-
presentation. Is it possible that your boy Ballard really
thinks that faculty and administration deserve a seat
on the one and only representative council controlled
to some extent by the students?
If what he says is true about being the chosen one
of the students then you all. must want this to hapnen.
We must admit it would be a first for Ballard and his
individuals.
There must be reasons for this surrentitious move by
Ballard. It may be possible that Ballard thinks he can
keen them under his firm grip by getting them on coun-
cil. He says this would make it easier to confront the
olicarchv on his own grounds.
But before council begins to think about making
students council into a university council they should
think seriously about giving every student on campus a
vote. One student — one vote.
Council is now operating under the assumption that
they, being the elected representatives of the students,
have the right to decide how their constituents want
them to vote. This is the premise that the new con-
stitution is based on. .
When all the students have a vote on their Council
then maybe Council can think about asVi"" the adminis-
tration and the faculty if they would like to sit on
council. .
The faculty and the administration now have their
little place where they can go and hide from the masses,
and so do the students. Movbe when we get the faculty
lounge then they can get on council.
$35,000 jockstrap
The boys in the hero department say they would
rather have one good team instead of many mediocre
teams. This seems to us to be a guarantee to come home
with all the silver the world of jockstraps has to offer.
Glory hounds.
These capitalists in sweat shirts don't care that all
the students pay for athletics when they get here. How
many see any form of equipment or facilities? We ven-
ture to guess not many.
They claim the government is the real problem. It
doesn't contribute to the physical fitness of the students
at this university. But neither do the people that control
the money extracted from the students when they ar-
We don't know what these "experts" get payed to
guarantee us winning teams but we would venture to
guess that they get a goodly sum. What is our net gain
from few months of fresh air and athletes foot?
Our gain is nothing. Nothing except a few jackets to
look at cluttered around a table in the Torque Room
and some silver few people know anything about, much
less have any pride in. ;
How many extra sets of equinment are there for in-
tramural football or intramural hockey? One or two?
How many people take part in the events your depart-
ment sponsors? How many people get a chance to exer-
cise with some form of equipment?
But we won't get any answers to these questions be-
cause these people who even talk like they come from
the land of the glorious don't give a damn about the
majority. ..,..»'
Who would have thought that we had capitalists in
"physical education department"? Just hope the stud-
ents remain apathetic about things here or you might
have to give some of that money you took back to those
skinny Arts students.
forum
The CORD welcomes letters
from students, faculty and mem-
bers of the Administration, but
please remember these things.
All letters must include your
name, address, faculty and year
or position. Anonymous letters
will not be accepted, but we will
print a pseudonym if you have
a good reason. The editors re-
serve the right to shorten lengthy
letters. Letters should be typed,
if possible, and submitted to the
CORD office no later than Mon-
day afternoon.
Aunger replies
Dear Paul,
I would like to thank you for
your open letter to Students'
Council. Your letter raised some
very pertinent questions regard-
ing our recent dis-affiliation with
C.U.S. On behalf of Council, I
would like to reply to some of
your queries; and hopefully, this
may clear up doubts about our
policy.
Contrary to what your first
statement would indicate, Stud-
ents' Council does recognize the
Canadian Union of Students as a
valid association of a number of
Canadian Students' Councils. We
feel that C.U.S. has benefits to
offer, to both members and non-
members. The recent referendum
indicated that C.U.S. did not re-
flect the views of the majority
of students at WLU and that its
solutions were somewhat irrele-
vant to the problems of students
at WLU. Nevertheless, our Stu-
dents' Council feels that it is
important to keep in communica-
tion with C.U.S. and other uni-
versities and their students. Stu-
dents have common problems
and we feel we can learn from
each other, regardless of whether
we mutually agree.
1. Council will subscribe to
C.U.S. newsletter and news-
papers and distribute them
to the students.
2. Council will send representa-
tives to C.U.S. seminars as
observers, to report on C.U.S.
activity and keep in touch
"with students from other
universities.
If Students' Council in forth
coming years feels that it is ad-
visable to re-enter C.U.S., a re-
ferendum will be held on the is-
sue. According to the new con-
stitution before Council now,
students wishing a referendum
on the issue, could achieve this
by presenting a petition to Coun-
cil signed by 10% of the student
body.
It is unfortunate that C.U.S.
does not allow membership on an
individual, voluntary basis so that
the "minority," as you call them,
could "have their rights protec-
ted."
Students' Council has been con-
sidering the formation of another
national students' association. We
have discussed this matter with
members of the University of Al-
berta. However, any such associa-
tion "would likely be informal. At
present we are a member of the
Ontario Union of Students al-
though this membership will be
reconsidered at the next Council
meeting, when a report is made
by the delegates to the October
O.U.S. conference.
The C.U.S. student fees which
you assert were "illegally levied"
will be directed into another
area. As you may recall, the stu-
dent fees of $18.50 were set last
spring by a student referendum.
Council was in no position to
change the amount of the fees.
However, the allocation of these
fees is the responsibility of Stu-
dents' Council; it was in no way
bound by the referendum to how
these Fees would be spent.
Bylaw 4, Section 1, Article 4
of the present constitution states
that: "The Council shall have
control of the fund known as the
Students' Council Revenue and
consisting of Students' Activities
fees. This fund shall be used for
authorized student activities as
stipulated by Council."
Article 6 states: "Students' Ac-
tivities Fees, under any circum-
stances are not refundable."
Last year's Council proposed
that $2,500 of these fees be given
to C.U.S. However, we are now
no longer a member of C.U.S.
3. The C.U.S. Fees will be re-
directed by Council to the
Cultural Affairs Committee.
The Cultural Affairs Commit-
tee has planned a programme for
the year which will bring re-
nouned speakers, art displays, a
theatre repertory company, ballet
and some special events to WLU.
Council has already agreed to
financially support the Cultural
Affairs Committee to the extent
of $2,600.
I hope this is a satisfactory an-
swer to your questions.
On behalf of Council, I would
like to thank you for the interest
you have shown in this issue.
ED. AUNGER,
2nd Vice-President.
Slave loot
Dear Sir,
I would like to thank all those
who helped make Friday, Oct. 25
and Saturday, Oct. 26 such a big
success for the World University
Services.
Although we could have used-
more girls for the slave auction,
we managed to make $450 for
the starving Biaframs and I'm
sure Dean Brandon will do a
good job cleaning the football
team's cleats.
The Miles for Millions March
was a tremendous success and I
congratulate all those, especially
Tom Bannister, who made the 28
miles. Special thanks go to Dr.
Peters who proved to be my
greatest inspiration. Without his
$100/25 miles I would have quit
at the Dominion Hotel in St.
Jacobs. Of course my other al-
truistic sponsors cannot be for-
gotten. The $704.00 will be well
spent.
Don't forget that Treasure Van
starts Moaftay, November 4 to
November 8 in Women's Resi-
dence Recreation Room and we
need more salespeople. If inter-
ested contact Dr. D. Morgenson,
Prof. B. Langen, Paul Wemple or
myself.
Thanks again!
PAM DONOHUE,
(WUS Chairman).
P.U.B.I.C.platitudes
Dear Colin,
A most grievous matter has
arisen. I hope that it will not
strain our relationship. The Par-
ty to Undermine Bastards In-
stigating Communism (P.U.8.1.C.)
is somewhat incensed that you
have picked up and publicized
the Torque Room rumour of a
Leftist plot to storm the Faculty
Admin. Lounge without prior
consultation with us.
Your memo, plus the several
sightings in the past of admin,
members in the Torque Room is
evidence enough for students that
P.U.8.1.C. region has been in-
filtrated. This is in direct con-
travention of the principle of pri-
vacy and autonomy which P.U.B.
I.C. must defend — at ieast os-
tensibly.
It would seem to be remiss of
us in the eyes of the students
not to chastize you publicly — un-less we are to risk exposing
P.U.8.1.C. functions as an ex-
tension of yours. It must at all
costs appear that P.U.8.1.C. does
run student affairs and that the
Torque Room falls under P.U.B.
I.C. jurisdiction. The myth of au-
tonomy and self government
must be safe guarded.
Your action has put P.U.8.1.C.
on the horns of a nasty dilemma:
first you publicize a scheme of
which we were unaware and se-
condly you begin to rattle your
saber at the mere hint of some
intransigance within our ranks.
How can P.U.8.1.C. power be
demonstrated if you bypass us
completely and issue a preamble
to a formal declaration of war?
This flagrant preemption of
P.U8.1.C. power and the trans-
gression into our vital areas of
action can result in nothing but
our loss of face and control. Your
implicit threat could actually
arouse the student body to storm
the fac. admin, lounge en masse.
In view of the-sensitivity of the
situation at this time may I sug-
gest that you keep out of sight
in the Torque Room lest your
presence cause a sparking of a
prerevolutionary stage. To pacify
students I will have provosts
(wearing black identification
arm bands) patrol the Torque
Room. This surveillance is de-
signed of course merely to de-
monstrate P.U.8.1.C. interest in
the general welfare of the stu-
dents.
Hoping that you are not left
with the feeling that I >ear you
any animosity, I terminate here
with a hearty Canadian Heil.
WILHELM BALLHARDT
(P.U.8.1.C. President.)
Faculty lounge farce
Dear Mr. McKay,
Though you are to be commen-
ded for your prompt action on
the basis of a rumour, we would
like to point out that your "in-
vasion" of the torque room "pri-
vacy," to garner rumours "doubt-
lessly alienates a larger segment
of the academic community."
Furthermore, we feel that we are
within our rights, to regard any
subsequent invasions of our "rea-
sonable privacy" as "hostile acts"
and to eject .either you or your
ears from student premises.
Yours, JAN LAUBE.
P.S. As the faculty-administra-
tion lounge has a separate door
to the hall, it is not necessary
for you to pass through the Tor-
que Room when entering it.
Bring your own sandwiches.
Boots and shoes
Dear Editor:
Congratulations to Miss Sue
Brown, Arts 11, for her letter to
the Cord1, Friday, Oct. 25.
Ronny, darling, we are all
aware that the shoes that Linda
MacKenzie stepped into were
small and she made them grow.
What's the problem, Ronny, are
they too big for your little toes?"
Try to remember that you are
not going to make them fit by fil-
ling them with shit, all you will
succeed in doing is making them
stink.
BOOTS ORME,
Polysc. 111.
Canada is the
country that Could
have enjoyed
English government
French culture
American know-how
Instead it ended
up with
English know-how
French government
American culture
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All students not given vote in constitution
Preamble:
There is established the Stu-
dents' Union of Waterloo Luth-
eran University, hereinafter re-
ferred to as the Union and the
Students' Administrative Council
of the Union, hereinafter refer-
red to as the S.A.C.
The S.A.C. shall derive its
duties, powers and responsibili-
ties from this, the constitution,
with autonomy in regard to its
policies, personnel and finances.
The S.A.C. shall be subject to
its electors and this its constitu-
tion.
Article I: Objectives and
Purposes of the Union
The Union shall provide a
united means of expression and
administration in order:
a) To promote the welfare and
interests of the students of
Waterloo Lutheran University,
hereinafter referred to as the
University, and to provide the
services and facilities requir-
ed for such promotion.
b) To participate as fully and as
actively as possible within the
University community in the
decision - making concerning
University life.
c) To promote inter-university
and community co-operation
and communication.
Article II: Membership
There shall be two categories
of membership in the Union:
(A) Regular Members
1. Every undergraduate and
graduate student attending the
University, by virtue of pay-
ing the required Student Act-
ivity Fee, shall be a regular
member unless and until his
membership is revoked by• procedure as outlined in theby-laws of the S.A.C. or by
reason of his not continuing
as a student at the University.
2. Students attending the Uni-
versity for the summer term
alone may also be designated
as regular members by mo-
tion of the S.A.C.
(B) Honourary Members
Such persons as the S.A.C.
may from time to time desig-
nate shall be Honourary Mem-
bers.
Article 111
A) All members shall be entitled
to:
i) Make reasonable use of the
Union property
ii) Participate in the General
Meetings of the Union
iii) Attend all regular meetings
of the S.A.C. except those
designated by the S.A.C. as
provided in Article IV
iv) Enjoy such other privileges
as may be conferred in this
constitution and further
enactments of the S.A.C.
B) Regular members shall be
entitled:
i) to vote at General Meetings
of the Union or in any
S.A.C. elections or by-elec-
tions or any referenda' of
the Union.
ii) To propose or second
amendments to this consti-
tution, in accordance with
Article VHI.
iii) To propose referenda or re-
call proceedings in accord-
ance with Article V.
iv) To nominate or second can-
didates for S.A.C.
v) To stand for election to or
hold office on the S.A.C.
subject to qualifications for
office as outlined in by-
laws of the S.A.C.
vi) To establish and join organ-
izations or hold office in
such organizations under
the sanction of the S.A.C.
vii) To enjoy the privileges of
protection as afforded by
the Student Judiciary.
viii) To participate in any events
or activities sponsored by
the S.A.C. or its agents.
Article IV
A) General Meetings
1. There shall be a general meet
ing of the Union chaired by
the President of the S.A.C.
within seven days of the re-
ceipt of:
a) the instructions of the S.A.C.
by a simple majority, or
b) a request signed by not less
than 10% of the regular
members whose names shall
be validated by student num-
ber.
2. In no case shall a general
meeting be held on a Satur-
day, Sunday, or University
Holiday.
3. The agenda of a general
meeting shall be confined to
the business for which the
meeting was called.
4. Notice of such a meeting must
be posted conspicuously, nine-
ty-six hours, excluding Satur-
days, Sundays, or Holidays,
previous to the commence-
ment of the meeting.
5. Voting at the meeting shall be
by show of student card. A
quorum shall be fifty regular
members. Procedure followed
shall be in accordance with
Robert's Rules of Order Re-
vised.
6. Matters discussed at such
meetings shall be recorded
and fully discussed at the
next regular meeting of the
S.A.C.
B) Regular Meetings
I'here shall be regular meet-
ings of the S.A.C. called by the
President and held on dates as
designated at the previous regu-
lar meeting. Notice of such
meetings must be posted conspi-
cuously at least forty-eight hours,
excluding Saturdays, Sundays,
and Holidays, previous to the
commencement of such a meet-
ing.
C) Special Meetings
Special emergency meetings
may be called by the President
on twelve hours notice to all
S.A.C. members.
D) Executive Orders
In the. case of any matter
which must be decided before a
special meeting of the S.A.C.
can be convened, an Executive
Order may be passed by unani-
mous consent of the Executive
Board. Such a decision must not
contravene previous S.A.C. po-
licy and must be ratified at the
next regular meeting of the
S.A.C.
E) Open Meetings
All regular and special meet-
ings of the S.A.C. shall be open
except by motion of a S.A.C.
member. Such a motion must de-
signate the meeting as closed to
any persons other than full
members of the S.A.C. and must
by approved by three-quarters
of the voting members of the
S.A.C.
Motions carried and the re-
corded individual votes of such
closed meetings shall be pub-
lished immediately after the
meeting.
F) The quorum for all meetings
of the S.A.C. shall consist of
two-thirds of the voting mem-
bers of the S.A.C. Procedure al-
lowed shall be in accordance
with Robert's Rules of Order Re-
vised.
Article V: Referenda
and Recall
A) Referenda
1) Upon receipt of a petition
signed by 10% of the regular
members of the Union or mo-
tion approved by the S.A.C,
the S.A.C. must call a refer-
endum within ten days on the
matter involved if that matter
involves:
a) the initiation of new
legislation
b) the annulment of legislation.
2) The referendum, to be suc-
cessful must:
a) be voted on by 25% of the
regular members of the Union
b) be approved by a simple
majority of the votes cast.
3) The decision of the referend-
um shall be binding on the
S.A.C.
B) Recall
In order to recall a member of
the S.A.C, the following proce-
dures must be followed:
1) A petition signed by 10% of
the member's constituents
must be presented to the
S.A.C.
2) A referendum on the petition
must be called by the S.A.C.
and put to a vote of the mem-
ber's constituents within ten
days.
The referendum shall be suc-
cessful if it is:
1) voted on by 25% of the mem-
ber's constituents
2) approved by a simple major-
ity of the votes cast.
The member would then be-re-
quired to resign and his position
refilled in accordance with the
provisions of Article VI, (E).
C) All voting in referenda and
recalls must be supervised by
the Electoral Committee.
Article VI: Structure of
the S.A.C.
A) The voting members of the
S.A.C. shall be:
1) The members of the Execu-
tive Board, namely,
a) The President
b) The Vice-President
c) The Vice-President: External
d) The Vice-Presidentr Internal
c) The Treasurer.
2) A member of representatives
elected as provided in Art-
icle VII, (B).
3) The elections to such offices
must be supervised by the
Electoral Committee.
B) 1) The regular members of
each faculty or school recogn-
ized by the S.A.C. shall be re-
presented on the S.A.C. ac-
cording to enrollment as of
the previous January Ist, and
the following formula:
one voting representative per
two hundred regular members
or portion thereof. Each regu-
lar member may only vote for
representatives for one fa-
culty or school.
2) The faculties or schools pre-
sently recognized for the pur-
pose of Article VII, (B), Sec-
tion are:
a) Arts, b) Science, c) Busi-
ness and Economics, d) Semi-
nary, c) International Busi-
ness Programme, f) Graduate
School of Social Work.
Any further schools or facul-
ties may be recognized for pur-
poses of Article VII, (B), Section
1 by a two-thirds vote of the
S.A.C. at a regular general
meeting.
C) The non-voting members or
the S.A.C. shall be:
a) A Secretary of the S.A.C.
b) The Chairmen of the follow-
ing Boards and Commissions:
i) The Board of Publications
ii) The Education Commission
iii) The Orientation Commission
iv) The Homecoming
Commission
v) The Winter Carnival I
Commission
vi) The Student Secretariat
vii) The Inter-Residence Council.
D) The following shall be non-
voting delegates to the S.A.C:
I) The Dean of Students
II) A member of the faculty
HI) A representative of the Uni-
versity student newspaper
E) 1. All voting members of the
S.A.C. shall hold office from
March Ist of one year to the
following last day of February.
Non-voting members shall
have their appointments rati-
fied by the incoming S.AIC
The representative of the In-
ternational Business Program-
me shall hold office from Nov-
ember Ist to the end of his
academic term.
2. Positions vacant prior to
Christmas recess of any acad-
emic year shall be filled by
by-election within ten days. -3. Positions vacant after the
first day of the Christmas re-
cess shall remain vacant until
the next election of the S.A.C.
unless that position is on the
Executive Board. The Presi-
dency shall be filled by the
Vice-President and any other
Executive Boal-d position shall
be filled by appointment of
the President as approved by
the S.A.C. from the other re-
presentatives to the S.A.C.
Article VII: Purposes
Duties and Powers of
the S.A.C.
A) Purposes and Duties
The S.A.C. shall act as the ex-
clusive representative of the
Union in order:
1. To promote the objectives,
purposes and desires of the
Union.
2. To safeguard the individual
rights and privileges of the
regular members of the
Union, regardless of lan-
guage, race, creed, colour,
nationality, or place of birth.
3. To administer the finances
of the Union and control,
maintain, and safeguard the
property of the Union.
4. To initiate, sponsor, direct
and provide facilities for ser-
vices, activities and publica-
tions of the Union.
5: To exercise ultimate control
over the operations of all
Boards, Commissions, Com-
mittees, Task Forces, recog-
nized organizations and re-
presentatives of the S.A.C.
6. To represent the members of
the Union in relations with
other universities or com-
munity bodies.
B) Powers
The S.A.C. shall have power:
1. To enact, amend, repeal and
enforce any bylaws within
the provisions of this con-
stitution. Such bylaws shall
be passed by a two-thirds
majority of the entire S.A.C.
gathered in regular open
meeting.
2. To arrange for the collection
from regular members of the
Union of the Student Activ-
ity fees. The amount of the
fee may only be changed by
a referendum of the regular
-members.
3. To administer these fees and
all other funds accruing to
the S.A.C. and to engage in
any legal or commercial un-
dertaking necessary to ach-
ieve the objectives or pur-
poses of the S.A.C.
4. To create Boards, Commis-
sions, Committees, and Task
Forces subject to S.A.C. and
to delegate representatives
to serve on other bodies and
to provide for the appoint-
ment of the members of
these Boards, Commissions,
Committees, or Task Forces
and these representatives.
5. To delegate subordinate pow-
ers to any such Boards, Com-
missions, Committees, Task
Forces or representatives
while retaining the right of
ultimate control.
6. To call general meetings' of
the Union in accordance with
Article IV and to initiate re-
ferenda proceedings in. ac-
cordance with Article VI.
7. To approve or reject the con-
stitutions and amendments
thereto of any clubs, societ-
ies, associations or organiza-
tions seeking to represent
any particular segment -or
grouping of regular members
of the Union.
8. To grant unto any such club,
society, organization, associa-
ion, Board, Commission, Com-
mittee, Task Force, or repre-
sentative, funds requested
for their activities and to re-
tain regulatory control over
the expenditure of such
funds.
9. To further promote, guide,
advise, or modify the actions
of any such club, society,
organization, ass o c i ation,
Board, Commission, Commit-
tee, Task Force, or repre-
sentatives as the S.A.C. may
deem necessary.
10. To legislate for the mainten-
ance of the orderly conduct
of regular Union Members.
11. To employ personnel, pro-
vide for their remuneration
and define their responsibili-
ties.
12. To provide for the mainten-
ance of Union property and
any facilities required for the
furtherance of the objectives
and purposes of the Union.
13. To execute the articles of
this constitution in any fur-
ther way deemed necessary
by the S.A.C. j
Article VIII: Amendments
A) Amendments may be propos-
ed by a motion of the S.A'!C.
which is approved by two-
thirds of all voting members
of the S.A.C. or by a petition
of not less than ten percent
of the regular members of the
Union.
B) Proposed amendments must
be posted conspicuously on
all bulletin boards at least
ninety-six hours, excluding
Saturdays, Sundays, and Holi-
days, prior to the commence-
ment of voting on the amend-
ments. Notice must also be
given to students by all addi-
tional, reasonable means of
communication, including gen-
eral meetings..
C) All amendments must be ap-
proved by a two-thirds major-
ity of the total votes cast by
the regular members of the
Union.
Article IX:
Commencement
This constitution shall come
into effect on March 1, 1969, fol-
lowing the approval of two-
thirds of the polled votes of the
regular members of the Union.
Any previous constitutions and
bylaws of the S.A.C. shall, at
that time, automatically be re-
voked.
All matters of clarification of
this constitution shall be dealt
with by bylaw or motion approv-
ed by a two-thirds majority of
the S.A.C. gathered in regular
'meeting.
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FAMOUS FOR CHINESE FOOD AND AMERICAN CUISINE^
Licensed Under LCBO Recently Renovated
Take Out Orders and Reservations
Phone: 742-4488, 742-4489
Corner Weber and Bridgeport Road
Classroom for
If the spirit of Galileo were to Kover over Toronto tomorrow he could
laugh at the Inquisition which confined him to house arrest. On Satur-
day Nov. 2nd the Royal Ontario Museum opens the McLaughlin
Planetarium, the best and most advanced thus far in the world.
The early Egyptians thought
that the universe was shaped like
a shoebox. To them the sky was
a metal ceiling through which the
gods let down lamps at night to
make the sky more beautiful for
man. The sun was a god who rode
in a celestial boat around the ram-
parts of the world, disappearing
at night behind (he great moun-
tains that rimmed the edge of the
earth. j
Lately the gods have been good
to the Torontonians. 100. In pain-
staking work they have produced
a "shoebox" and made the sky
beautiful even for a cloudy day.
Surprising as it may sound,
these 'gods' came from commun-
ist East Germany. They are 4
technicians of the VEB Carl
Zeiss Optical Works in Jena. In
seven weeks they installed a
highly sophisticated instrument
under a newly built dome. The
McLaughlin Planetarium opens
its doors on Nov. 2nd.
Of course, in its essence, the
planetarium is not a new thing.
They have existed since Huygens
made an apparatus for dup-
licating the motions of the plan-
ets in the 17th century.
But the German invention is
so far ahead of anything previ-
ously conceived that few, certain-
ly not those who have seen it in
operation, will object when it is
called "the" planetarium.
The instrument comes from the
old German city of Jena, famous
as the home of Goethe. .Schiller
and the philosophers Hegel and
Fiehte. It is now an important
center of optics.
Its vast Carl Zeiss optical works
is more than a commercial firm,
it is a scientific institution. At
the turn of the century its ad-
vanced methods of sharing both
profits and confidence with its
worksmen became famous.
Now the technicians from that
city have completed the installa-
tion of a new heaven for Toronto.
You enter a large dome just
south of the Royal Ontario Muse-
um's entrance. Geometrically it is
a hemisphere. An ant would
feel the same way under the peel
of half an orange. The 75 foot
dome represents thesky, the vault
of heaven and seats an audience
of 600 in comfortable reclining
armchairs.
Before the light goes out .&fid
the heavens are flashed on, you
feel as you always feel when in a
building — an "inside" kind of
feeling. Shortly, when the lights
are dimmed and the planetarium
spectacle is on, you acquh'e.an
outside feeling — the confining
dome retreats to infinity. The il-
lusion is perfect! The dome seems
to vanish by magic.
Just about this time an "AH!*'
ripples across the room and back,
a genuine kind of an "AH." They
say that it is an invariable, spon-
taneous, and irrepressible accom-
paniment of this first glimpse of
the "heavens" when the stars-are
flashed on. Even a case-hardened
professional astronomer will say
it under his breath.
Now the Adventure into Space
begins. You leave the earth be-
hind and see it as it would appear
from another planet. The sun be-
comes a tiny moving star carry-
ing the earth and mankind
around the center of our galaxy.
Within one hour or so you have
swept 200 million years through
an exciting universe.
Still more exciting, we can
shift our point of view, not only
in space but also in time. We can
easily retrace our steps to the
days of the later Cro-Magnon -ra-
ces, 14,000 years ago. ~ '~
We may also jump ahead to
see how the skies will look to
our descendants in several thou-
sand years. To accomplish this a
little motor is set in motion. Four
minutes of this carries us throwgh
2G.000 years, the period of that
peculiar gyroscopic motion of the
earth which brings about what
astronomers call the precession
of the equinoxes. The earth wob-
bles, or precesses, as it rotates
much as a topwobbles. Each wob-
ble requires 26,000 years to Com-
plete.
This means that the Pole Star
is not a permanently fixed refer-
ence point. Just now, during our
lifetime and during our "epoch/
it happens to lie almost in. line"the projection instrument is reaching heavenward, like some victorious insect.
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with the prolongation of the
earth'saxis. But Vegas will be the
Pole Star in 14,000 A.D., and
Vegas is a long distance from
Kplaris.
Is all this a gigantic toy, a 2
million dollar museum piece col-
lecting dust? Not at all. The VEB
Carl Zeiss projection instrument
is a sophisticated scientific ma-
chine, essential for the training
of astronauts and astronomers. A
similar Carl Zeiss planetarium in
the USA is used in the instruction
of astronauts in star recognition.
If Copernicus had had one of
fhe Zeiss planetariums in the
Middle Ages the mystery of the
heavens would not have puzzled
the ancients. It would have been
so easy to demonstrate the true
motion of the stars. But at that
time, nothing could have been
more natural than to assume the
earth was the center of the whole
planetary system, as the Ptole-
maists assumed and taught.
Nothing must have seemed
ifiore presumptious and absurd
than to teach, as did Copernicus,
that the earth was a tfhy speck
that moved, while in reality the
rising and setting sun always
stood still.
At that time most of the astro-
nomers believed that the earth
was the center of the universe.
H stood still in the sky, while the
other heavenly bodies moved,
around it.
* Copernicus, the Polish monk,
was sure that this idea of the
solar system and of the universe
was wrong. He believed that the
sun was the center of the solar
system, and that the planets, the
children of the sun, moved around
it in orbits.
While there were some astro-
nomers who agreed with Coperni-
cus, it was a long time before his
theory was generally, accepted. It
was a religious conviction that
God had created the earth as the
iignter of all that existed in the
universe. To deny this was a
dreadful heresy.
The old theory had fitted rea-
sonably well a theology which
supposed that all things had been
tooted for the use of man. But
now men felt tossed about on a
minor planet whose history was
reduced to a 'mere local item in
the news of the universe.'
When men stopped to ponder
the implications of the new sys-
tem they must have wondered at
theassumption that the Creator of
this immense and orderly cosmos
had sent His Son to die on this
middling planet. All the lovely
poetry of Christianity seemed to
'go up in smoke' at the touch of
Copernicus, a clergyman, and
Galileo, an Italian astronomer
and mathematician.
The persecution of Copernicus
and his greater successor, Galileo,
and the controversy that raged
for centuries afterwards proved
how difficult it was to convey
even to thinking men, of those
days, the new idea. Galileo's
struggle to prove that the earlh
is not the center of the universe
caused the Inquisition to confine
him to house arrest until he died
10 years later.
The Copernicus and Galileo of
today are Dr. King, the head of
the planetarium and his assistant
Norman Green. They have less
difficulty convincing us. Dr. King
will give you one of the most en-
joyableand entertaining 'lectures'
you have ever attended.
When I talked to Dr. King a
few weeks ago, he was ankle-deep
in excelsior.and obscure machine
parts. He prevailed on me to sit
down on an adjacent packing
case — less, I suspect, for the
sake of comfort than to keep me
from inadvertently stepping on
any of the precious lenses that
lay scattered about under the
great dome.
The projection instrument was
already reaching heavenward,
like some huge victorious insect.
Dr. King regarded the four East
German technicians with admira-
tion. "It takes experts to assemble
these machines" he said. "In some
way, man-made firmaments are
more intricate than the real
thing."
Then he eased me off the pack-
ing case and over to the control
panel, where he left me with his
assistant Norman Green. "Gives
you a sense of power, doesn't it?"
Green asked as my fingers played
over ■ knobs labelled "Meteor
Shower," "Nova" and "Aurora."
"If you want dawn, pushing the
sunrise knob isn't enough" he ex-
plained. "You have to remember
to push Blue Light East as well,
and then the sun. It takes 6knobs
to work a full-scale aurora."
To prove his point. Mr. Green
started pushing one knob after
another, but the projector was,
of course, disconnected. All (hat
resulted was a sudden shower of
sparks. The technician Gerhard
Vogel leaped out from behind the
panel and gave Green a hurt look.
I thought it best to return to Dr.
King, who was brushing star dust
off a lens that he said would pro-
duce the moon at the opening
on Nov. 2nd.
Photos
Steve yon Krohn
The 75-foot dome represents the sky, the vault of heaven.
"In some way, man-made firmaments are more intricate than the real thing."
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Cinema Scope
by Valentine
Rachel, Rachel (Waterloo Theatre)
What is preplexing about "Rachel, Rachel" is not
the film but the attitude of American reviewers towards
it. Adjectives to describe this movie have been unani-
mously in the superlative. It is a fine film definitely but
it is just the sort of thing that good European movie
houses have been turning out for quite a few years. Why
was this not recognized? And why was it such a sur-
prise to the major Hollywood studios that the film did
so well?
This is another example of the cultural lag of the
United States that has plagued that country since its
conception. This is what Paul Newman, producer and
director of "Rachel, Rachel" has to say:
"I think there's a gentle parallel between this film
and what's happening in my country. The whole politi-
cal screen is in need of a tremendous wrench, and there
are millions of ordinary people whose lives are stagnant
and paralyzed — in need of resurrection. At the end of
the film, Rachel resolves her life. So must the United
States."
We meet Rachel exactly in the middle of her life, in
her last ascending summer. Because there is no present
for her she lives her life as a flashback to her childhood.
Her future lies in her imaginary hopes of what might
have been in the present. These hopes are empty because
the present is very soon the past and the past no one
can change.
Rachel is enclosed in a dead world. It is not by acci-
dent that she lives on top of a funeral parlour. She is
bound in by a parastic mother who is teetering on the
brink of senility. Her mother's whining conversations
swell with cliches emblematic of a life that is a hollow
echo with no vitality of its own. In Rachel's words her
mother's only excitement is watching a funeral.
Rachel believes that it is life that has not come around
to her. But it is really Rachel who has not come around
to life. Symbolic of her whole existence is her contin-
uous and inevitable choice of vanilla ice cream when
there are thirty other flavours she has not tried.
Her first gropings for vibrancy are shallow and her
contacts begin with subhuman: a charlaton revivalist a
lesbian and an acquaintance from chilHhood who is
looking for action and finds it in Rachel, a virgin too
loner.
The climax comes for Rachel with her realization
that if she does not elicit a change in her life she is
better off dead. With this awareness she makes the
decision to move to a city. She realizes that where sne
is going anything may happen and maybe nothing will
haopen but at least she is giving herself a chance for
life.
What makes Rachel such a powerful character in-
vested with diernity is her decisiveness. She does not
flinch or vascillate when her mind is settled. Instead of
becoming an object of scorn her resoluteness makes her
a woman worthy of administration.
By Paul Newman's sensitivity at canturing the emo-
tions, the intensity of a situation and the drama of real
life, he promises to be an even greater director than
he is an actor. Plaving-Rachel. Joanne Woodward
matches the ability of her husband. As a mature actress,
her scope is now infinite.
Maybe MacLeans was right about us
The quality of education at
WLU has fallen under attack,
not from the outside, but ra-
ther from the students them-
selves.
MacLeans magazine rated such
Canadian universities as the Uni-
versity of Manitoba, which had
a percentage of PHD's at the
time of last year's article of 24
per cent, ahead of our. Ours was
dismissed as a "mediocre liber-
al arts college," and everyone
here was incensed. Thirty-five
per cent of our faculty had their
PHD's at the time of the arti-
cle. The library and science pro-
gram were dismissed as a joke,
but we had quality teachers.
Now some students are say-
ing that the PHD's of the faculty
mean little if they are unable
to convey the knowledge to the
people they are supposed to be
teaching. Some students are at-
tacking the content of the courses
as the main problem. Lectures,
according to these people, are too
full of "garbage" to bother at-
tending. Others attack the ad-
ministration and say that the at-
mosphere here is not conduotive
to learning.
Lauri Siirala, a post-graduate
in history, described what he
thought to be the ideal system
and criticized the present one at
WLU.
"Here," Siirala said, "the sys-
tem is authoritarian and patern-
alistic. It is based on the concept
that students are ignorant and
need guiding. This system condi-
tions you to accept values rather
than decide our own values. If
there is academic freedom, all
viewpoints should be discussed.
Here, they (the administration)
have a condition of academic non-
freedom made pleasant by choice
and tokenism. The administra-
tion allows us trivial things such
as booze on campus (which will
be played up as a big decision
on the students part when it
comes) and students on commit-
tees."
Siirala said, "In the first year
at university, one should just be
here. He should be able to sit in
on classes, talk to people and de-
cide what he wants to do."
"In this decision, he can re-
ceive advice, but he does not
have to accept it. I want to struc-
ture or unstructure my own edu-
cation, but I do not want the de-
cision made for me. -*
"The degree here is just a pass-
port. It should be up to you to
show the worth of what you have
learned.
"Here, the professor is an au-
thoritarian figure. He should be
a part of a discussion program.
If students wish they should be
able to form their own class
without a professor. To this they
could bring in guest lecturers if
they so wished."
"A trend like this could influ-
ence society," Siirala said.
In a recent article in the Cord
(Communication, Oct. 11), Dr.
Goutor commented on the role of
education in regards to society
and the system of education at
WLU.
"It is true that a person can't
get a broader education in the
university structure as is stands.
But again you can't completely
destroy the structure.
"I think what is required is a
willingness on the part of the
student to spend more time in
university to get this broader
education. But this would require
more money. This would mean
an expansion of the financial sup-
port.
"It is almost impossible to get
a better education with some of
the large classes we have now."
"First of ail," Goutor said, "I
don't think the university was in-
tended as an institution which
should be oriented to the society,
because three or four years you
spend in university is an oppor-
tunity for you to withdraw from
the society and look at things
without having to suffer the con-
sequences.
"I think that if the university
was fully oriented to society, you
run the danger of losing this
isolation. I do think, however,
that some universities are too
isolated from society."
Siirala said "a measure of com-
munication with the faculty could
be achieved if students were al-
lowed to discuss problems with
the faculty in an area conducive
to such discussion." He discount-
ed the idea that such discussion
could be carried out in the of-
fices of the professors since the
office setting was not the best
environment for such a discus-
sion. He said the professors were
usually not in their offices any-
ways.
photo by Attkins
This new-mode architecture sure is something else, isn't it?
Indoor parking, room dividers, sunken pools, even fresh air.
Maybe there's a bit too much atmosphere, though . . .
CUS dropped
VICTORIA (CUP) — The Uni-
versity of Victoria has added it-
self to the growing list of schools
across the country pulling out of
the Canadian Union of Students.
The UVIC council signed the
CUS commitment form at the
national union's September con-
gress saying they would pay their
fees and remain in CUS for this
year.
CUS's National Council, which
met over the weekend (Oct 25-
-27) in Toronto, passed a resolu-
tion saying "Firm" action would
be taken if councils did not make
good their commitment.
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W. E. DAVIES
PRESCRIPTION OPTICIAN
NOW LOCATED AT WATERLOO SQUARE
LATEST STYLE & FRAMES T")
576-2810 SUN GLASSES Y</
REPAIRS AX
CAPITOL
Phone 742-0911
Continuous From 1:30p.m.
The Money Was Easy
To Steal . . . But Hard
To Split!
JIM BROWN
OIAHANN CARROLL
JULIE HARRIS
ERNEST BORGNINE
"THE SPLIT"
steve McQueen
"CINCINNATI KID"
BOTH IN COLOR
LYRIC
Phone 578-3800
Continuous From 1:30p.m.
The Most Titillating
Comedy of the Year!
SHIRLEY MacLAINE
RICHARD ATTENBOROUGH
JAMES FOX
"THE BLISS OF
MRS. BLOSSOM"
Also JOHN WAYNE
"DONOVANS REEF"
BOTH IN COLOR
WATERLOO
Phone 745-7091
Continuous From 7 p.m.
3RT
TERRIFIC
WEEK
JOANNE WOODWARD
In Paul Newman's
Production of
"RACHEL,
RACHEL"
IN COLOR
FOX
Phone 576-1550
Continuous From 7 p.m.
Beautiful Young
'Moonlighting'
Wives Rock and
Shock a City with
Unprintable Scandal!
"MOONLIGHTING
WIVES". Also
"It's Hot in Paradise"
BOTH IN COLOR
BOTH RESTRICTED
CAMPUS SOUND-OFF Shane BelknapDorri Murdoch
Gen. Sci. I
No thank you!
I just had a
grape on the train.
Bus. I
What does that
mean anyways?
Arts II
I'm broad-minded.
Are you heterosexual?
Arts II
What is this, Shame,
some kind of a
proposition?
Phys. Ed. I, U of W
As much possible.
Arts I
I don't know, my mother
never told me.
George
Stamp
Jim
Currie
Fred
Honsberger
Lawrie
Lipton
Lan
Macintosh
Jill
Hogarth
UBC students take over faculty club
VANCOUVER (CUP) — "Whatneeds liberating at UBC?" asked
Yippie Jerry Rubin.
"The faculty club," someone
shouted. And that was that.
Over 2,000 gleeful University of
British Columbia students mar-
ched a half mile to the faculty
club Thursday (Oct. 24) and took
over.
The students, led by Rubin, and
members of ÜBC's Students for a
Democratic Society, paraded a
squealing pig (presidential candi-
date for Rubin's Youth Interna-
tionalParty) into the opulent fac-
ulty only restaurant and bar.
The takeover was accomplished
early Thursday afternoon and
lasted until Friday morning.
Some 60 spent the night in the
building.
By late Thursday afternoon, ob-
servers had estimated 3,000 ÜBC
students passed through the doors
at one point or another, ignoring
the "Members Only" sign.
There appeared to be few con-
crete demands or problems to
justify the takeover though one
SDS member advised the crowd
to stay until charges are dropped
against the Georgia Straight, a
Vancouver underground newspa-
per. The paper has been charged
by the city prosecutor with print-
ing obscene material.
On Friday, at a mass meeting
of over 2,000 ÜBC students, oc-
cupiers said they left the building
to talk about academic reform.
The occupiers said they hoped
the action had set the stage for
dialogue about the problems of
the university.
Faculty club president D. S.
Huberman, a ÜBC commerce pro-
fessor, was not upset: "This is
just delightful — there's nothing
against your being here as long
as you don't break into the liquor
cabinet or damage the building.
Otherwise we will consider prose-
cution."
The next day, officials estima-
ted the damage at $5,000, mostly
in missing silverware. They were
never able to bust into the liquor
cabinet though. Early in the even-
ing, they cleaned out the club's
open supply but couldn't get into
the well stocked and well locked
liquor cabinet.
Thursday, many occupiers turn-
ed on (with pot and hash), others
drank, and political discussion
buzzed through the building.
One student took a skinny-dip
in the faculty club fountain.
Student president Dave, Zirn-
helt said the students had no
right to break into private pro-
perty but said the council would
take no action against them.
Neither did the RCMP who con-
fessed to be "unconcerned."
Acting administration president
Walter Gage had a terse "no
comment".
And one person who took the
whole thing like a trooper was
Singapore prime minister Lee
Kuan Yew, who is staying in the
faculty club's presidential suite
during a visit to Vancouver.
"I'm totally unconcerned," he
said. "It takes a lot worse than
this to get me excited. I can't
see the point of it all but it's ra-
ther funny."
As if the campus hadn't had
enough trouble, Mark Rudd, SDS
chairman at Columbia and leader
of the spring revolt there is
scheduled to speak on Thursday
(Oct. 31). There is some doubt
about him being allowed into the
country and if he. is, some people
at ÜBC are reluctant to follow
Rubin with Rudd.
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god
is a
big pink
rabbit
Ontario and Duke Streets _
Phone Kitchener, Ontario
V JESSOPS dunSs?# KITCHENER/WATERLOO LIMITED | %
WATERLOO SQUARE -- Phone 743-1651
OPEN MEETING
on
NEW COUNCIL CONSTITUTION
Any questions about or objections to the new
Student Council Constitution can be aired at
this special open meeting.
Wednesday, November 6
2E5 — 3:30 p.m.
Announcement
■
■i . • *■,The four positions on the Junior Class Executive
have been filled by acclamation.
PRESIDENT - Lauren Marshall
VICE-PRESIDENT - Fred Allen
TREASURER - Richard Casson
SECRETARY - Jan Wilson
CHIEF ELECTORAL OFFICER
gl A TO Z RENTAL CENTER
184 Weber Street North
Waterloo, Ontario
Ss£S£ Phone: 578-3870
Entries For The
Literary Magazine
CHIAROSCURO
Are Now Being Accepted
in the \
BD. of PUBS OFFICE
Flag football run under poor conditions
In f.otball action this week
the Red Guard unleashed a blis-
tering offensive attack to squash
the Red Barons 32-6.
Touchdowns for the Guards
came from Nawrot, Loche, and
Hume. Nawrot also added a sin-
gle. Loche scored two touch-
downs and Hume looked like a
combination of varsity's Gray and
Skinner, passed and ran for a
total of 18 points. According to
statistician Barry Neil, Hume is
now the leading scorer of the
league.
The Red Barons gave it an
all-out effort, but poor field con-
ditions hampered their vibrant
running attack. Reid Stewart did
break loose for one lone touch-
down.
In the second game, the Green
Gophers pulled their heads out
of the mud, upsetting the Semin-
ary Saints 26-19. Gary Schrysaki
scored 3 majors tor the Gophers.
Whithall added one TD and a
single. Getyler, Rabinowie and
Keis scored for the Saints.
The Saints like the Barons,
were slowed up by a very mud-
dy field, a thunderous downpour
stalled both passing and running.
On Tuesday of last the sparse
crowd treated to probably the
most thrilling football of the
campaign. The Yellow Streaks
fell to a well-balanced drive of
the Blue Babies 19-12.
The babies, resembling giants,
play exciting, clean football.
Wayne Orowly scored two TD's
and added two converts. Team-
mate Darryl Blackie made an ex-
citing catch and proceeded on an
89 yard gallop to hit pay dirt.
Blackie's picture pass was match-
ed by a similar play of the
Streaks to Basset of 71 yards.
Ryan also scored for the Streaks.
In the second contest the Bom-
bers belted the Barons 20-12 in
another well-played game. Rod
Ramph scored for the Bombers
and John Dodd accounted for 2
touchdowns and one single as he
continues to rival Hume for the
scoring lead. Bill Furse and John
Plunkett each scored TD's and
a single for the Barons.
Loyal fans who stayed to the
end witnessed a surprise last play
touchdown on a long pass to Dodd
to climax the game.
On our usual post-game inter-
view, Bill Furse told your cor-
respondent that it was a shitty
game. It must be noted that the
Barons played back -to - back
games. They just didn't have the
stamina to pull the one out.
Standings
School ski team needs more skiers
The average person here at
WLU knows nwthing or very little
about the ski team.
Last year there were fifteen
people who came to practices
Late in October, the training
programme starts. Racing, like
most sports requires excellent
body tone. Each exercise is de-
signed to toughen a specific set
of muscles. The key to racing is
tone not brute strength.
Each person is expected to
train on his own for a short time
each day. This long training per-
iod is very difficult to maintain
because there is only one meet
in which all the school take part.
The team gets together two or
three times for practice at the
Chicopee Ski Club, located in the
southeastern outskirts of Kitch-
ener. We practised only two of
the four races because no one
was interested in the jumping
or cross-country events. At Win-
ter Carnival, the team demon-
strated the art of slalom racing
at Chicopee during the free day
of skiing. Last year the best sev-
en racers were chosen to repre-
sent the school at Sudbury where
the 0.1.A.A. Championships were
held.
Probably, the most difficult
race is the slalom. Poles are
stuck in the snow usually one
behind the other 10-15 feet apart.
The skier that zig-zags between
all the poles the fastest is the
winner.
The giant slalom is an easier
race because it requires less
turns, however, the turns that
are made are done at a much
higher speed. There is usually
one very sharp turn located in
the steepest part of the course
which separates the good racers
from the average.
Last year, the ski team took
a day off and travelled to Col-
lingwood for some " instruction
from a professional. The sport
will never make the major group
as long as we have to travel
ninety miles to reach decent hills
and as long as there is only one
intercollegiate race. Included in
the lack of facilities is that fact
that each racer has to supply all
his equipment and this can cost
as much as four hundred dollars.
Due to a lack of interest in re-
gard to girls racing, there has
not been any organized races for
girls. If they are to race, they
must race against the boys.
Last year we placed third iti
the slalom and eighth in the giant
slalom. Each event had a field of
ten.
Our poor showing in the giant
slalom was a result of only hav-
ing three racers finish. In spite
of losing three racers this year,
we are looking for better results.
Anyone who has skis and thinks
he or she would like to try out
tor the team can obtain further
information by calling Bill Furse
at 578-3302.
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Blue Babies 4 2 2 4
Blue Bombers 4 4 0 S
Saints 3 2 1 4
Yellow Streaks 4 1 3 2
Red Barons
Red Guard
4
3
0 4
3 0
0
6
Green Gophers 3 2 1 4
La Vogue
Ladies' & Sports Wear
10% STUDENT
DISCOUNT
* two full floors of thelatest fashions
* the store where you canfind nationally advertised
items
* catering to the Universityand business girl
IT'S SMART TO
SHOP
La Vogue
131 King St. W,
in the heart of downtown
Kitchener
745-9761
SNOWHAWK iSXI CLUB
INTERSKI '68
3 Films — 6 Great Skiers
SKI IN THE WILD WEST
WHAT'S IN A SKI
Plus Fashions and Equipment by
COLLEGE SPORTS
Plans will be made for ski weekend
Mt. Tromblant, St. Annes or Stow?
November 7 IEI 8:30
New Members Welcome — Non Members 25c
LOOK AROUND YOU
Why Are Most Students on
RIORDAN'S SKIS and BOOTS
"There Must Be A Reason" Is It Because!
— Guaranteed replacement of equipment if repairs are needed(we keep you skiing)
— Special boot fitting devices, custom fits any boot
— Best deals in town (a known fact)
— Top name brands: Hart, Kneissl, Lange, Tyrol, Tony, Sailer,Yamaha, etc.
— Life time Hart guarantee (longest and best in the industry)
— The finest in skis and boots always available free as demon-strators (try before you buy)
— Instant ski insurance
We don't really know the reason . . . come in and find out for
yourself . . . most of your friends do.
Riordan Sporting Goods
SKI SPECIALISTS
King and Scott Sts., Kitchener — Phone 743-4369
AMIES
KITCHEN
Home Styled
Cooking and
Pasteries
Fish & Chips
47 ERB ST. W.
WATERLOO
GRADS
Have you made your appointment for
your graduation photograph?
PLEASE PHONE 745-8637
FORDE STUDIO
154 King St. W., Kitchener
URGENT
FOR KEYSTONE
Football Hawks beat Guelph for top spot
SPORTS REPORT
A good football team will al-
ways capitalize on its opponents
mistakes while yielding few, if
any, scoring opportunities itself.
This is exactly how the Hawks
dealt an end to the title hopes
of the Guelph Gryphons last
Saturday, and at the same time
improved their own chances of
finishing in top spot, should they
defeat Windsor this weekend.
Up until lafet week, Carleton,
Guelph and WLU were tied with
identical 3-1 records. However,
Guelph ran into a tough and de-
termined Golden Hawk squad and
ended up on the short side of
a 10-8 score. Carleton on the
other hand extended its record
to 4-1, along with the Hawks,
by defeating Windsor 8-0. A win
against Windsor Saturday would
give WLU the title by virtue of
their 20-13 victory over Carleton
earlier this season.
In the big game with Guelph
neither team managed to score
in the first half, although the
Hawks had several good oppor-
tunities. Both defences were ex-
ceptional whenever either team
mounted a scoring threat.
With play in the third quarter
WLU forced Guelph deep into
its own zone. A third down punt
situation produced a bad snap
from center and Glenn Baker of
the Hawks recovered on the Gry-
phon one yd. line. One play
later Bob McGregor pushed over
for the touchdown, and John Reid
added the convert to make the
score 7-0.
As the third period drew to a
close WLU moved deep into
Guelph territory and on the last
play of the quarter John Reid
kicked an 11 yd. field goal to ex-
tend the margin to 10 points.
With only one period of play
left Guelph was then forced to
play catch up football. The of-
fense, scrambling for its life, hit
for a single by Jerry Organ on
a missed field goal attempt, and
a touchdown on a 28 yd. pass
and run play to halfback Steve
Stewart from quarterback Bill
Dempsey.
A last minute threat by the
Gryphons was wiped out by an
interception by Paul Hender-
shot.
Defensively, this was by far
tbe best effort that the Hawks
have put together this season.
The entire unit played so well
that it would be hard to pick
any one individual over another
as the star of the game. Mike
McMahon, who played both ways
for most of the game, was ex-
ceptional as he picked off one
Gryphon pass for an intercep-
tion and made many outstanding
tackles. John Kruspe and Paul
Hendershot made key intercep-
tions* to cut off two GueAph
threats, and Glenn Baker recov-
ered the fumble that set up the
Hawk touchdown.
Offensively, the Golden Hawks
rolled up a total of 267 yds. along
the ground. John Skinner carried
14 times for 63 yds. while Doug
Strong made 71 yds. in 13 carries.
Quarterback Paul Gray was three
for 5 ki the passing department
for a total of 10 yds.
Saturday's game with Windsor
is the last regularly scheduled
game of the season for the
Hawks who are in search of1their
second C.C.LF.C. Championship
in the past three years. Windsor
will be no pushover by any
means, for they will not easily
forget losing 32-26 to WLU on
the last play of the game in
their first meeting. If the Hawks
play as well this week, a division
title should be assured.
photo by McGregor
Hawk plays like this one ruined homecoming weekend for Guelph fans.
'it's like working
with tomorrow'
"When I was in university, I
often heard students say the
insurance business is dull.
You can toss that idea out the
window. At London Life, I
tackle a wide variety of busi-
ness situations. My task—to
help London Life serve nearly
2 million policyowners faster
and more efficiently through
electronics. To do this I often
work with forecasted future
situations. And I have to keep
up with the lightning-quick
developments in the com-
puter field. It's like working
with tomorrow."
Ron Murray, a senior programmer analyst with London Life
Ron is a 1963 Queens Univer-
sity graduate in honors math.
As a senior programmer an-
alyst, he analyzes new de-
velopments in information
systems to keep London Life
in the forefront of the insur-
ance industry. To loam more
about the opportunities for a
varied and rewarding future
that can be yours to choose
at London Life, see your
placement officer. Or write to
the Personnel Department,
London Life Insurance Co.,
London, Ontario.
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Coffee House Etc.
PRESENTS
Friday
POOR CHARLIE'S
BLUES BAND
Saturday
Masked etc.
Party with Tom and
John, Allen, Paul
Prizes etc.
Sunday
FOLK and BLUES
CONCERT
etc.
Jam Sessions and Movies
Nitely after 2 a.m.
Monday
THE FOLKLORDS
Wednesday
ALLEN PAUL
"It's Your Coffee
House, Support It!"
OPEN: Noon - 5:30 p.m.9 - 4 a.m. nitelyCorner King & Erb
MORROW
CONFECTIONERY
103 University Aye. W.
POST OFFICE
Groceries - SundriesDepot for
BELMONT CLEANERS
& TAILORS
Phone 742-2016
=RECORDS=
Popular, Classical,
Jazz, Folk, etc.
(Special orders given
prompt attention)
STUDENT DISCOUNT ON
LPs 15% OFF LIST PRICE
GeorgeKadwell Ltd.
Waterloo Square, 744-3712
Fairview Park, 742-1831
Do You Enjoy
Horseback Riding?
Come to
HIDEAWAY RANCH
Left at the Mennonite Church
in Breslau
Costs only $2.00 per hour
Phone 648-2690
LondonLife Insurance Company
Head Office:London, Canada
Canadian invasion of U.S. imminent
by John Kuti
From deep within the files of
an organization whose initials are
even secret comes a plot that
would turn over the entire power
structure of the world overnight.
The plan, without dates, goes
as follows: 5,000 Canadians pos-
ing as tourists cross at many bor-
der points and converge on Wash-
ington, D.C. at a preordained
time. These Canadians are not
tourists but crack commandos
armed with silent tranquilizer
guns.
C Day as it is called happens
While the Senate and the Presi-
dent and the Vice President are
in the Capitol Buildings.
At the precisely the same mo-
ment all 5,000 briefed and organ-
ized Canadians pull a military
coup of the. Senate and House
of Representatives. The Presi-
dent and Vice President are held
hostage. All guards and innocent
bystanders are temporarily put
to sleep and placed in confine-
ment.
At this paint the President
is asked to hand down a bill mak-
ing the United States a Canadian
colony with all domestic rights
preserved. Canada will decide all
foreign policy. At this point PM
Trudeau is informed of his good
fortune.
The armed forces would then
be turned over to Canada by the
President and his title changed
from President to Premier.
This plan is felt to be fool-
proof for a number of reasons:
—The military could do nothing
because they could only declare
war by act of congress and the
president is commander-in-chief
and he would order their rein-
statement as Canadian mercenar-
ies.
No one could attack the Capi-
tol for fear of the loss of their
entire governing body and the
anarchy that would follow this.
The alternative that will be of-
fered will be far too tempting to
refuse.
—The draft would be abolished.
—The people would not object
strongly, after all, if one had to
pick Nixon, Wallace, Humphrey
or Trudeau, who would any sane
person pick?
—There would be no great ideo-
logical difference to cause a
backlash.
—In one fell swoop all the blun-
ders the U.S. is committed to
would be eliminated because Can-
ada has shrewdly stayed non-com-
mittal. Vietnam would be over
the next day. Argue that piece of
logic.
—As a territory the U.S. would
immediately lose it's imperialis-
tic image.
—The U.S. military would at this
point be turned over to the U.N.
as a permanent peace keeping
force.
There would be no military
backlash from any foreign power.
Who would attack Canada? The
U.K.? France? .Israel? ftussia?
Well maybe Israel.
With a week of prime televi-
sion speeches the new Premier
and our own Pienre Elliott would
be able to point out the logical
advantages of this new order and
effect it's general acceptance
among the people.
The achillesfheel of the spheres
of. influence would be struck and
Canada again be the place where
a dollar is worth a hundred cents,
one way or another.
Some hypothetical quotes on
the coup from around the world
might read:
Harold Wilson: Repeal the
B.N.A.
C. deGaulle: Merde!
Ho chi mm: Who?
Premier Tv: "O Canada.**
Mao tse tsung: I told you so.
Premier Kosygin: It's a sneaky
capitalistic trick.
The Queen: I would like to
send my best wishes to all
those . . .
President Nasser: Only 5,000
and you're sure they're not Jew-
ish?
P.M. Trudeau: Call me your
highness.
There is only one fear expres-
sed in the report: What if Quebec
thinks of the same thing?
sports roundup
by brian Crawford sports editor
Is this the year of the Hockey Hawks?? Could this
year" end the drought which the Golden Hawks have
gone through since their inception? Coach Maki has
gathered some fine hockey talent from the freshman
class and last year's third place club. With depth at all
positions there is optimism that the Hawks finally have
a legitimate contender.
Returning from last year's, club are 13 Lettermen.
Coach Maki has drawn another 10 candidates from his
camp of eager freshmen. Among the returnees is the
Production Line of Stan Gait, lan Lightfoot and Barry
Irwin. Frank Braithwaite, Frank Hoyles and Gary James
provide the Hawks with another solid line of veterans.
Barry Byspalko, first year players Doug Tate and Don
Wilson, both of Toronto form another trio. Other play-
ers who have impressed Coach Ted are Greg Wood,
Tom Ewere and Pat McGuire and Dave Johnson.
The Blueline Brigade is experienced this year with
the return of such stalwarts as all-star John McDonald,
Jim Arnott, Ken Seiling and Panda McMullen. Joining
these are Brian Granger, Al Kidd, Bob Zarzycki and
Jim McLaughlin, a transfer letterman from St. Francis
Xavier.
Maki also seems to have competent goaltending in
the duo of Gerry "Palm Tree" Goebel and Larry Reid.
The pucksters open their season on Nov. 14 at Water-
loo Arena when they play the Plumbers. The rivalry
between the Hockey Hawks and the Plumbers is not
any less intense than that of the football teams. Should
be a real battle.
Turning again to Minor Sports, we have been trying
to get some reaction from the Minor Sports teams of late
and since we are not sure just how many there are, it
would be appreciated if a representative from each
would drop us a short line at the Cord office.
Looking at girls' sports, it could be a very pleasant
past-time but unfortunately we don't have too many,
facts concerning their activities. -It seems that our girls
sports reporter has been pretty busy lately, but we hope
to have some flashes in the near future.
Good luck on Saturday Hawks!
Koots klock over Koke kooler.
Athletic fee
distribution
In a letter to the Card, on No-
vember 10, the tennis team again
pointed out the laot of enthusir
asm for minor sports by our Ath-
letic Department.
Each year, WLU students pay
$15 in athletic fees. This amounts
to a total in excess of $35,000.
Of this money approximately
three quarters or more is used
in varsity football, basketball and
hockey. Minor sports, girl's sports
intramurals and league fees eat
the rest of the money.
Perhaps the strong emotional-
ism of the tennis club letter
was a shade unfounded. All the
same it still points out the poor
support minor sports are receiv-
ing while prospective football
players are being "taken" to
dinner compliments of the athlet-
ic department and Coach Knight.
Knight said he, "prefers to ex-
cel in a few sports than to
spread the money over a wide
range of sports and do poorly."
This year minor sports total
six in the number budgets are
made for. These lucky sports are
skiing, badminton, table tennis,
volleyball, curling and wrestling.
Knight explained even though
activity fees could be raised, the
real source of the problem was
"in the lack of facilities due to
a lack of government grants
which many other universities
receive."
The volleyball team organizes
its own tournaments and has to
fight to get time in the T.A.
while groups such as the Cham-
ber of Commerce get the choice
time slots.
Knight said, "it was teams such
as the curling team that took
four curlers and $300 to Toron-
to for a tournament that does
minor sports the harm."
The swim team last year was
paying over $1.00 per practice
to bring glory to WLU. This and
no coaching for the team takes
much of the joy out of partici-
pation. Peter Mathson, last year's
president of the swim team said,
"the athletic system at WLU is
geared to football, hockey and
basketball and anyone else is
up the creek without a paddle—
financial paddle that is. They
just don't give a damn about any
of the small teams." He said
"they only paid our way to the
swiim meets." He said minor
sports would be of greater value
to the students if financial aid
was given to the clubs. .
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NOVEMBER
CALENDAR
Saturday, November 2
Football — WLU at Windsor
7 p.m. — Dance in TA "Spencer Davis Group"
and "Mayfield Union"
Sunday, November 3
Autumn Convocation at Kitchener Auditorium
Monday, November 4
7:30 p.m. — 2C4 WCAC Car Club Meeting
Wednesday, November 6
3:30 p.m. — Open Meeting on Constitution
of the Student Council
Thursday, November 7
7:00 p.m. — Library Science Exam
8:30 p.m. — IEI Ski Club Meeting
Friday, November 8
8:30 p.m. — "Susie-Q Dance" with F. J.
and the Impressions
Sunday, November 10
7:00 p.m. — IEI Movie
Monday, November 11
10:00 a.m. — Remembrance Day Service
for Student Body
Thursday, November 14
8:00 p.m. — History and German Club Meeting
Speaker — Mr. Alexander Von Hase
Friday, November 15
7:00 p.m. — SUBOG Dance in T.A.
Monday, November 18
7:30 p.m. — 3E5 — WCAC Car Club Meeting
Saturday, November 23
Basketball — WLU at University of Windsor
8.00 p.m. — CH No. 1 Faculty
Student Research Seminar with Dr. McMurry
Wednesday, November 27
3:30 p.m. — IEI Cultural AffairsExperimental Theatre
Friday, November 29
Last day for dropping courses without penalty
Saturday, November 30
Basketball — WLU at Lauirentian
